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| Invisible Track & Trace solutions

| Track & Trace objects without a 

power source 

| All objects in one clear overview 

in EasyTrack

| Motion-detection

| Periodic reports at your required interval

| Waterproof casing (IP 67)

| Different versions for a wide range of  

applications; containers, site huts, 

trailers and more
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| CelloTrack | CelloTrack Power

| CelloTrack Solar| CelloTrack Container

The CelloTrack hardware consist of one handy 

unit attached to the GPS and  mobile phone 

network. The standard unit is equipped with an 

220volt connector to charge the unit. With an 

average of 1 position per day recharging only has 

to happen once every 3 years. CelloTrack is 

suitable for almost all types of objects, from 

trailers to excavators. 

For objects that make use of an external power 

source or an small battery we have developed 

the CelloTrack Power. This unit can be 

attached to the lighting. When the lighting is 

switched on the CelloTrack unit will load 

automatically. Manual recharging is not 

required and there is no risk of an empty 

battery. 

In addition to our CelloTrack solutions an unit

was developed which charges through solar

energy. Attached to this unit is a solar electric

combined with IP67 waterproof casing. It is

charged by the sun and protected from rain or

other water damage.

The iron sides of containers regularly cause 

problems with reach for standard Track & Trace 

systems. In CelloTrack Container you will find the 

solution; this unit is delivered with an antenna 

which is incorporated in the vent. The unit is 

camouflaged in the same colours as the container.

| CelloTrack finds your objects without power source
Some objects don’t have their own power source, therefore Rietveld has developed 

CelloTrack. Depending on the type of object you wish to trace different versions are 

available. That is why you will always find a customized solution, which will allow you to 

keep an complete overview of all the locations of your objects. 
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